Meeting Minutes - Special Town Board Meeting to Inspect Roads -2019
A special Town Board meeting was held at the Town Hall on May 18 th, 2019 for the purpose of inspecting
the town’s roads and planning road maintenance work for 2019.
Chairman Kristof called the meeting to order at 8:01 AM. Present were Chairman Kristof, Supervisor #1
Spiegel, and Supervisor #2 Arndt. It was noted that the meeting had been properly noticed in Leopolis
and at Town Hall. It was decided that our inspection would include road surface conditions, Tree or
brush issues, and deciding on the scope of 2019 and beyond projects. It was decided that Duane
would drive and keep track of brush and pot holes and All would supply their opinion of general
surface conditions.
Departed Town Hall at 8:05 AM to conduct the inspection.
The board Returned to the Town Hall at 12 Noon, reviewed our notes and will proceed with the
following recommendations:
1. Compile a List of Brushing sites in order of importance. Noted Gresham Utilities cut a number of spots
where we were going to cut.
Lyndhurst Rd still needs some areas brushed on the North Side of Rd.
Roosevelt Rd West of Schmidt could use some minor brushing.
Old County A could use a Brushing.
Kroenke Creek
Rangeline
Stoney Hill
Winkle Rd
2. Look at hiring Tree company for trees by Goers on Winkle and Highview and dead trees on Winkle.
3. Review areas around Leopolis to be worked on. …Get estimate on how much can be done in our
budget.
4. Look for ideas on What could be done with HILLVIEWs rough Crack filled spots, with maybe a
composite of sealer and chips like Pella Used on some roads last year.
5. Reviewed Lyndhurst pavement replacement from 2018.
6. Gravel Roads: Dillenberg Lane had one pothole that could get graded by Darrell if he will do it,
otherwise let county know.
Townline was graded on Seneca End somewhat since the washouts…Herman End can be done at any
time.
Cedar Lane - Pella contacts County, and sends a portion of Bill to us.
It was the opinion of the board that we did not detect any serious degradation of our roads compared to
last year. Add Butternut and Cherry Rd for replacement in 2021 and 2022 timeframe.
Look for LRIP project Money to cover those and maybe Leopolis Rd-2-miles (Leopolis to 29)– with the
help from the Stockbridge-Munsee Tribal Board with all the Casino traffic on it
County Estimates ~$300K to grind and replace 2 Miles with 3” asphalt to match the amount and type of
truck/tractor traffic.
Other Items to keep an eye on:
A) Culvert on Mill Creek East of G and Kroenke Creek.
B) Duane/Darold did a number of patch locations -Heavy amounts on Mill Creek West of G.
(some with Cold mix some with recycled pavement).

D) STOP AHEAD sign missing on Willow Creek/Rangeline. No other Signage issues were noted.
E) Bridges: County says bridge inspections were done last year…(every 2 yrs)

.
Motion to adjourn at 12:01 PM
Bob Kristof
Chairman

